We propose a theoretical framework for reconstructing tip-surface interactions using the intermodulation technique when more than one eigenmode is required to describe the cantilever motion. Two particular cases of bimodal motion are studied numerically: one bending and one torsional mode, and two bending modes. We demonstrate the possibility of accurate reconstruction of a two-dimensional conservative force field for the former case, while dissipative forces are studied for the latter.
I. INTRODUCTION
Atomic force microscopy 1 (AFM) has become one of the most important tools for the study of nanometerscale surface properties of a wide range of materials. The initial goal of AFM was surface topography imaging which was performed by scanning a cantilever with a sharp tip over a surface while keeping its deflection constant. It was later realized that the reconstruction of tip-surface interactions was possible and that these interactions contain valuable information about material properties 2,3 . One of the first reconstruction methods was based on measurement of the quasi-static bending of the cantilever beam as its base was slowly moved toward and away from the surface. Two drawbacks of this method are the slow speed of measurement and the lack of ability to reconstruct dissipative forces which are always present in tip-surface interactions due to non-elastic deformations of the sample, breaking chemical bonds, or other irreversible processes 4-8 . The development of dynamic AFM opened new pathways for a more profound study of tip-surface interactions. In dynamic AFM the cantilever is treated as an underdamped oscillator (high Q-factor) driven at a resonance where the response to external forces is enhanced by a factor Q. A large number of methods for determining the tip-surface interaction have been devised [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] , some making use of amplitude or frequency modulation [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . In this paper, we consider intermodulation AFM (ImAFM) 26 which is unique in its ability to rapidly extract a large amount of information about tipsurface interactions in a simple and convenient way 27, 28 . With ImAFM we have the possibility of high resolution surface property mapping at interactive scan speeds and reconstruction of the tip-surface interaction at each pixel.
The main idea underlying ImAFM is to use the nonlinear tip-surface forces to create high-order intermodulation of discrete tones in a frequency comb 29 . The method can be generally applied to any resonator subject to a nonlinear force when it is driven with at least two frequencies ω d1 and ω d2 . The nonlinear response in frequency domain occurs not only at the drive frequencies and their harmonics nω d1 and mω d2 , where n and m are integers, but also at their linear combinations ω = nω d1 + mω d2 or intermodulation products. Due to the signal enhancement near resonance and finite detector noise of the measurement, a typical spectrum of cantilever motion can be obtained only in narrow frequency band near resonance. Concentrating as many intermodulation products as possible in this resonant detection band results in more information for reconstruction of the nonlinear forces ( fig. 1 ).
The sensitivity enhancement of dynamic AFM occurs not only at one single eigenmode, but also at several eigenmodes simultaneously. Measurement of the sample response at higher frequencies allows for better material imaging contrasts and improves accuracy of the tip-surface force reconstruction [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] . If we also excite a torsional resonance of the cantilever we open up the possibility of measuring lateral forces acting on the tip [37] [38] [39] . Additionally, when driving the cantilever at more than one eigenmode, new frequency bands become available for collecting intermodulation products, resulting from the nonlinear force which couples multiple eigenmodes 40 . While ImAFM has been well studied for the case of one flexural mode 27, 28, [41] [42] [43] , the multi-eigenmode problem remains open. In the current investigation we explore the possibility of reconstructing two-dimensional tip-surface force fields using two collinear eigenmodes (e.g. two flexural or two torsional modes) as well as two orthogonal modes (e.g. one flexural and one torsional mode).
The paper is organized as follows: in section II we consider general properties of the cantilever model and tip-surface interactions. In section III we recount the main principles of ImAFM, demonstrate how to obtain intermodulation spectra of tip-surface forces, and develop an extension of the spectral fitting method 27, 28 of force reconstruction for the multimodal case. In Section IV numerical results for the reconstruction of two-dimensional conservative and dissipative forces are presented. Section V concludes with a discussion and summary.
II. MODEL
In order to proceed with the multimodal problem we should start from some general discussion of cantilever dynamics 44, 45 . If we are interested in studying only flexural modes, one-dimensional Euler-Bernoulli beam theory 46-49 is sufficient. Incorporating torsional modes requires the cantilever to be regarded as a twodimensional object. Many theories have been developed describing the continuum mechanics of two-dimensional plates [50] [51] [52] [53] . A general description of an arbitrary twodimensional cantilever ( fig. 2) is given by the governing equation
with an appropriate set of boundary conditions. Here x and y are the two space coordinates, t is time, w(x, y, t) is a deflection normal to the x − y plane of the plate at rest, G xy is a space coupling operator which corresponds to the two-dimensional mathematical model used to determine the stresses and deformations in thin plates, and G t is a time evolution operator which represents inertia and damping. F and f are a scalar quantities which are projections on to w, of the two-dimensional vector force field acting on the tip, and the drive, respectively. In general, the force F can depend explicitly on the deflection w, its velocityẇ, past trajectories {w,ẇ}| t −∞ and time t. In this paper we restrict ourselves to F which are not dependent on past trajectories. We consider only the case of small deflections, so G xy and G t are linear. For example, within the Kirchhoff-Love plate theory 50 the space operator for a homogeneous cantilever reads
where 2h is the cantilever thickness, E the Young's modulus and ν the Poisson's ratio. The theory assumes that a mid-surface plane can be used to represent a threedimensional plate in a two-dimensional form. The time evolution operator G t consists of an inertial term, and for the case of a homogeneous viscous media, a linear damping term
where ρ is the cantilever density and γ a damping coefficient.
The linearity of G xy and G t gives a dynamics of the twodimensional cantilever which is well approximated by a system of differential equations for the generalized coordinates q i representing deflections of its normal modes (see appendix for a derivation)
Here each generalized coordinate q i has a stiffness k i , resonant frequency ω i and quality factor Q i . F i (t) is the projection of the nonlinear force and f i (t) is the projection of the drive force on to the i th eigenmode. The problem of mapping the eigenmode coordinates q i onto the physical position of the tip r ≡ (z, y) , (hereafter denotes transpose) as well as the relationship between F i and the actual vector force field acting on the tip F ts (r,ṙ), is determined by the cantilever and tip geometry as briefly discussed in section IV.
III. RECONSTRUCTING FORCE FROM INTERMODULATION WITH MULTIPLE EIGENMODES
We recall the basic steps to get information about F i in the frequency domain using the intermodulation technique. Firstly, we excite one or several generalized coordinates (4) with the drive f i and measure its motion spectrum at the height h 0 , far from the sample surface, soF i h0 ≡ 0 for all t. This free oscillation spectrum is where the hat represents the discrete Fourier transform (DFT)q
and the linear response function χ i is introduced
Using pairs of drive tones with the same amplitude A i which are separated by δω and placed close to each resonance n i δω < ω i < (n i + 1)δω, where n i is an integer,
we obtain a free, linear response spectrum (eq. (5)) consisting components only at the drive frequencies ω i ±δω/2 ( fig. 1) . Data acquisition in ImAFM should be performed over at least one total period of the drive T = 2π/δω while measuring subsequent periods only improves the SNR of the measured spectra 54, 55 . We then we move the cantilever closer to the sample to the engaged height h, so the oscillating tip starts to feel interaction with a surface (but not too close, so that there is zero static deflection of the cantilever) and measure the motion spectrum again
Finally, the difference between this engaged motion spectrum (9) and free motion spectrum (5) yields the desired interaction force spectrum
where finite difference operator ∆ is used for short. Thus, we have obtained information about F i in the frequency space representation of the motion and we are in a position to discuss the reconstruction of its dependence on generalized coordinates q i and velocitiesq i .
Under ideal conditions, given the full difference spectrum ∆q i and corresponding response function χ i , it is possible to find F i (t) as the inverse Fourier transform ofF i (ω) and then trivially recover its coordinate dependence F i ({q i ,q i }) using the measured motion q i (t). However, in real experiments this naïve approach fails due to the strong frequency dependence of χ i and the measurement limitations imposed by detection noise. In practice, almost all of the spectrumq i is buried under detector noise except for a narrow band near its resonant frequency where the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) meets the thermal limit. Usually the number of resolvable spectral components B i in a band surrounding each eigenmode resonance is limited to a few dozen, depending on the difference frequency δω and the forces experienced during the interaction. The use of several (N ) eigenmodes allows for a lager total number of frequency components B = N i=1 B i for force reconstruction. Different methods have been elaborated for the single mode reconstruction problem using this limited amount of response in the resonant detection band 27,28,41-43 . Here we develop an extension of the spectral fitting method 27, 28, 43 for the multimodal problem as it allows for a straightforward generalization without involving any sophisticated concepts 41 . Following the method's main idea, one assumes a tip-surface force in the form of some known model functionF i (q 1 , . . . , q N ; g) with a vector g = (g 1 , . . . g P ) of P unknown parameters. Fitting the calculated spectrumF i (ω) to the measuredF i (ω) (eq. (10)), we minimize the error function in the frequency domain, in a least square sense
The modelF i can be a particular phenomenological expression, for example the van der Waals-Derjagin-MullerToporov (vdW-DMT) force 56 or its modifications [57] [58] [59] . However, in the general case we do not know the exact form of the interaction and should choose some generic function structure, for instance a truncated Taylor ex-pansion in the following polynomial form
Here P i is the degree of the polynomial in q i , q and g are vectors of basis functions and parameters respectively, each being of size P = N i=1 P i q = 1, q 1 , q 2 1 , . . . , q 2 , q 1 q 2 , q 2 1 q 2 , . . . g = (g 00... , g 10... , g 20... , . . . , g 01... , g 11... , g 21... , . . . ) (13) Although the polynomial model is more universal, it usually contains a much larger number of unknown parameters 60 which do not directly correspond to physical properties of the material or surface.
Inserting (12) into equation (10), we obtain a system of linear equations for the polynomial coefficients g i1...i N which is conveniently represented in matrix notation
whereĤ is a B × P matrix with rowsĤ k = F k [q ] (k is the corresponding component of the discrete Fourier transform of q),Ĥ + its Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse, andF i a vector of size B 61 . Note that total number of unknown parameters P can not be greater than B and in the case of an overdetermined system (P < B) the pseudoinverse will give a unique solution to (12) in a least square sense (11) . Reconstruction of the velocitydependent part of the force F i can be performed in the same way as for a conservative force, by polynomial expansion inq i with corresponding coefficients.
IV. RECONSTRUCTION OF TWO-DIMENSIONAL TIP-SURFACE FORCES FROM INTERMODULATION AFM SPECTRA
Thus the reconstruction of tip-surface force from multiple eigenmodes is a straight-forward generalization of the single eigenmode problem, albeit with the complication of keeping track of multiple modes and the possibility that tones can intermodulate between these modes. From an algebraic point of view the spectral fitting method can be regarded as a multivariate interpolation 62 and the simplest model which is linear in the parameters suffers from Runge's phenomena 63, 64 when high-order nonlinearities couple the multiple eigenmode coordinates. Furthermore, reconstruction from many eigenmodes is a multidimensional problem with many model parameters and it will ultimately suffer from the need to either calibrate or determine these parameters from the limited number of intermodulation products that can be extracted from the narrow frequency bands near the resonances.
In a real experiment, the AFM detector is typically not able measure over a frequency range which covers many eigenmodes of the cantilever. Furthermore, the AFM detector is only capable of measuring two signals, corresponding to two orthogonal motions of the cantilever, that of flexing and twisting. The case of only two eigenmodes is therefore a reasonable simplification of the multi-modal problem which of great practical interest. In the following we restrict ourselves to this bimodal case.
We are interested in reconstruction of the twodimensional tip-surface vector force field F ts (r,ṙ) which depends on the physical tip position in the y − z plane, r = (z, y) . Before we proceed with the two-mode analysis we should map the set of forces F i acting on the cantilever eigenmodes q i onto the physical force F ts . With this aim, we can transform the basis set for defining q i to separate "pure" modes from "mixed" modes. Applying some transformation, the exact form of which depends on the geometrical shape of the cantilever, we obtain the pure eigencoordinates
Here the second terms are projections of the mixed eigencoordinates onto the tip coordinate system (z, y). In doing so, the force F ts is projected onto the (z, y) so that its components parallel to the surface F z and perpendicular to the surface F y act on the corresponding pure modes, i.e. F i = F z for each z i , F i = F y for each y i , and different force projections act on the mixed modes. Simultaneous excitation of the several pure eigenmodes coupled by nonlinear tip-surface interaction leads to excitation of the mixed modes which allows for measurements of the response in additional frequency bands. Although it would provide additional information, in this paper we investigate the simplest multimodal motion, that of pure bimodal motion without considering the cross-modes. In this case, analysis of the cantilever dynamics reduces to study of two characteristic regimes: bimodal motion of the collinear eigencoordinates (e.g. two flexural or torsional modes) and orthogonal eigencoordinates (one flexural and one torsional mode). Let us proceed with the former.
A. Case 1: Two collinear modes
This case corresponds to the dynamics of two flexural modes z 1 and z 2 , so that the total perpendicular tip deflection z = z 1 + z 2 Here, on the right hand side we have the same vector component F z of the tip-surface force field depending on z andż. Firstly, let us consider a model for the positiondependent part of F z in some general form
This model requires determination of a large number P z (P z − 1)/2 of coefficients g ij in order to define the polynomial of order P z = P z1 P z2 . If we use the fact that F z (z 1 , z 2 ) = F z (z 1 + z 2 ) we can define a polynomial of the formF
which contains only P z + 1 unknown coefficients g i . In this case we should consider not two separate spectra of dynamic variablesẑ 1 andẑ 2 but one united spectrum z =ẑ 1 +ẑ 2 which is actually measured. As a result, it is possible to obtain a tip-surface interaction spectrumF z ( fig. 3) 
making use of the total response function 65 χ = χ 1 + χ 2 depicted in fig. 4 .
Prior to force reconstruction it is necessary to investigate what kind of information about F z is contained in the spectral bands for z 1 and z 2 . In the current investigation we try to reconstruct the force using information contained only in the narrow frequency bands near ω 1 and ω 2 , so all weak response peaks outside these bands are discarded. We also require that the second resonance frequency ω 2 is not an integer multiplier of the ω 1 , so the second band does not capture any higher harmonics and intermodulation products produced by the drive in the first band. If ω 2 were a harmonic of ω 1 it would be of considerable advantage for force measurement 66 . Considering the monomial basis (18) we can approximately evaluate the Fourier spectrum of the i th power
via convolution of the transfer function χ with itself, which gives an upper bound of the response in the frequency domain. Figure 5 (a) demonstrates that only components with odd powers i have significant value in the narrow bands near the resonances. Consequentially, only parameters g i for odd powers z i (i odd) can be found directly using the measured spectrum.
Having solved the system for the odd parameters, we can use them to recover the even parameters by applying an additional constraint: that the tip-surface force for tip positions above its rest point equals zero F z (z > 0) = 0 which leads to the system
for all z k > 0 measured at discrete time moments t k .
Reconstruction of the velocity-dependent part of F z is achieved by adding a new variableż =ż 1 +ż 2 to the model (18) which consequently increases the number of parameters by the degree of the polynomial inż measured spectrum. While coefficients before zż, z 3ż , zż 3 , etc. can be found using the system (20) . We simulate the collinear bimodal case using the CVODE integrator 67 with: ω 1 = 2π 300 kHz, k 1 = 40 N/m, Q 1 = 400, ω 2 = 6.3ω 1 , k 2 = 50k 1 , Q 2 = 3Q 1 (ratios for the second mode are taken from 68 ). The driving forces f 1,2 are chosen to have the same phase and give equal maximum free response (when F z ≡ 0) at each mode A z1 = A z2 = 12.5 nm so the total maximum amplitude of oscillations is A z = 25 nm; all four drive frequencies ω 1,2 ± δω/2 are integer multipliers of base frequency δω = 2π 0.2 kHz. The engaged height h above the surface is 17 nm. The model of the tip-surface force F z is the vdW-DMT force 56 with the nonlinear damping term exponentially dependent on the tip position
−z/λz (22) with the following seven phenomenological parameters: intermolecular distance a 0 = 0.3 nm, Hamaker constant H = 7.1 × 10 −20 J, effective modulus E * = 1.0 GPa, tip radius R = 10 nm, damping decay length λ z = 1.5 nm, damping factors γ 1 = 2.2 × 10 −7 kg/s and γ 3 = 10
kg·s/m 2 ( fig. 6(a) ). It is worth noting that the calibration of the higher eigenmodes parameters ω i , Q i and k i which is required for force reconstruction, is itself a challenging task in multimodal AFM [68] [69] [70] . Using B 1,2 = 24 peaks in each band ( fig. 3) for the reconstruction, we assume the model (21) degree in z to be P z = 21. Numerical results show that the force reconstruction using higher powers ofż i (i > 1) is less reliable as it encounters difficulties connected with multivariate interpolation. Although two modes give us twice the number of spectral components in comparison with singlemode case, this additional information is still insufficient for reconstruction of nonlinear (non-viscous) damping. Therefore, we are restricted the model to be linear inż.
This numerical analysis suggests that there is no difference in the quality of the reconstructed force using intermodulation products from frequency bands surrounding the first, second or both resonances. We show results for the reconstructedF z (z,ż) and its cross-sections in fig. 6(b) and fig. 7 using only the resonant detection band around the first eigenmode. The linear fit (21) for the model with nonlinear damping (22) nicely captures the overall trend of the dissipative part and the reconstructed conservative part demonstrates excellent agreement with the actual force. If we simulate the system (16) using the force F z linear inż, for instance assuming γ 3 = 0 in (22) , the reconstructed forceF z shows nearly perfect agreement with the actual force F z (figures are not included).
One can compare the information contained in the two frequency bands near each eigenmode resonance by estimating the quality of the reconstruction as a function of the number of spectral components B 1,2 used in the reconstruction, as the least square error function
This error function plotted versus the number of spectral components is depicted in fig. 8 . We see similar behavior for both bands: significant drop for the number of spectral components lager than half of the polynomial power P z = 21 in the expansion ofF z , and no qualitative improvements after reaching a number of spectral components less than P z . Another interesting observation regards the reconstruction of a dissipative force which turns-on only for the tip velocitiesż, higher than the maximum velocity of the first mode z 1 (for some constant amplitude) and is zero otherwise. Information from both bands gives approximately the same reconstructed curves with showing overall trend of the dissipative part and in excellent agreement for the conservative part (plots not shown). However, reconstructing with spectral components from only the first frequency band yields more accurate dissipative force approximation as z 1 has smaller stored oscillation energy and, consequently, is more vulnerable to the dissipative force than z 2 . Nonetheless, if we excite only the first mode, we would not be able to reconstruct this "threshold" dissipative force at all, as the magnitude of the tip velocity would not be enough to turn on the dissipation. Thus, simultaneous excitation of two eigenmodes allows to explore a wider region of the phase space of the tip motion ( fig. 6(a) ) while keeping the total maximum amplitude constant.
B. Case 2: Two orthogonal modes
This case corresponds to the dynamics of one flexural z and one torsional y mode (24) with two different projections of the conservative force, F z and F y on the r.h.s.
We start from the polynomial models for reconstructionF
As for case 1 it is not possible to find all parameters of these models. Firstly, as we are limited in number of measurable intermodulation products and therefore in maximum degree of the polynomial. We choose z direction as the most interesting degree of freedom, by which we mean that the maximum degree of the polynomial in this variable will be much higher than for y. In accordance to the fig. 5(b) , the captured information about forcesF z will be odd in z and even in y and vice versa forF yF
as the first flexural resonance ω z is typically far lower in frequency than the first torsional resonance ω y 44 . It is possible to recover the coefficients g
ij of even powers of y and g (y) ij of odd powers of y (when i + j is even) by using the additional constraint for z dependence of the force components F z,y (z > 0, y) = 0 and eq. (20) . While the information about all coefficients ofF z with odd powers of y andF y with even powers of y is lost because we have no such constraint on the y dependence.
Simulation parameters for the system (24) are: ω z = 2π 300 kHz, k z = 40 N/m, Q z = 400, ω y = 6.3ω y , k y = 50k y , Q 2 = 3Q y . The driving forces f z,y are chosen to have the same phase and give maximum free response (when F z,y ≡ 0) A z = 25 nm and A y = 12.5 nm; all four drive frequencies ω z,y ± δω/2 are integer multipliers of base frequency δω = 2π 0.2 kHz. The engaged height h above the surface is 17 nm. The model for the component of the tip-surface force perpendicular to the surface is the same vdW-DMT force (22) Using only 24 intermodulation peaks in each band for z andŷ, the spectral fitting method reconstructs the twodimensional vector force field F ts (22) and (27) (25) only, independent of y.
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper we have discussed the basic problem of multimodal ImAFM and we proposed a theoretical framework for reconstructing multidimensional forces using this technique. We demonstrated the possibility of reconstructing tip-surface interactions for two characteristic bimodal cases. We have studied tip-surface interactions that show the most nonlinear behavior in the first degree of freedom, and are linear or cubic in the second degree of freedom. As the numerical results have shown, it is possible to accurately reconstruct dependencies up to a cubic order in the second degree of freedom for the two-dimensional force model using information from only one frequency band. We found that excitation of two flexural modes with two well separated resonances does not allow for a precise reconstruction of a nonlinear damping force using only the information contained in corresponding narrow bands near the resonances. However, the reconstruction nicely captures the overall linear trend, or that of a viscous damping. The use of a second, higher frequency eigenmode allows for reconstruction on a wider region of the phase space of a tip motion, enabling exploration of dissipative interactions inaccessible to the first mode alone for a given maximum amplitude of motion. Additionally, the first eigenmode is found to be more sensitive to dissipation forces acting on the tip. Finally, using simultaneous excitation of two orthogonal fig. 10(a) -(c) to highlight agreement between the actual force used in simulation and the reconstructed force. modes we can reconstruct nonlinear position-dependent lateral forces simultaneously with vertical forces. This approach represents a path toward the determination of a vectorial force field by frequency domain multiplexing of the multimodal response of an AFM cantilever.
Appendix: Generalized eigencoordinates
We start from the governing equation for a twodimensional cantilever (G xy + G t ) [w (x, y, t)] = F (x, y, t) (A.1) and try to find solution w (x, y, t) separated in time and space, and expanded into the set of normal modes w(x, y, t) = represent anharmonic contribution of the tip-surface interaction and harmonic contribution of the drive, respectively.
